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1. IntroductionThe use of gravitational lensing statistics as a cosmologicaltool was rst considered in detail by Turner et al. (1984);the inuence of the cosmological constant was investigatedthoroughly by Fukugita et al. (1992), building on the workof Turner (1990) and Fukugita et al. (1990). Kochanek(1996a, and references therein) and, more recently, Falcoet al. (1998, hereafter FKM) have laid the groundworkfor using gravitational lensing statistics for the detailedanalysis of extragalactic surveys. Quast & Helbig (1999,hereafter Paper I) reanalysed optical surveys from the lit-erature, for the rst time exploring a range of the 0-
0parameter space large enough to enable a comparison withother cosmological tests. Here, we use the formalism out-lined in Paper I to analyse the Jodrell Bank-VLA Astro-metric Survey (JVAS), the largest completed gravitationallens survey to date.Radio surveys oer several advantages over optical sur-veys (see, e.g., FKM): one doesn't have to worry aboutsystematic errors due to extinction or a lens galaxy of ap-parent brightness comparable to that of the lensed imagesof the source, the resolution (of followup observations ifnot of the survey proper) is much smaller than the typ-ical image separation, parent catalogues in the form oflarge-area surveys exist from which unbiased samples canbe selected and relatively easily observed. Disadvantagesin the radio are due to our relatively poor knowledge ofthe ux density-dependent redshift distribution or equiva-lently the redshift-dependent number-magnitude relation.For a description of our method see Paper I. The planof this paper is as follows. Sect. 2 describes the JVASgravitational lens survey. In Sect. 3 we describe the cal-culations we have done based on the JVAS data. Sect. 4presents our results, using both the JVAS data alone andin combination with the results from the optical surveysanalysed in Paper I. Finally in Sect. 5 we compare our re-sults to those of Paper I and present our conclusions andour prognosis for the analysis of future large surveys suchas CLASS.
2 P. Helbig et al.: Gravitational lensing statistics with extragalactic surveys. II2. The JVAS Gravitational Lens Survey2.1. The sampleThe Jodrell Bank-VLA Astrometric Survey (JVAS) is asurvey for at-spectrum radio sources with a ux den-sity greater than 200mJy at 5GHz. Flat-spectrum radiosources are likely to be compact, thus making it easy torecognise the lensing morphology. In addition, they arelikely to be variable, making it possible to determine H0by measuring the time delay between the lensed images.(See Biggs et al. (1999) for the description of a time delaymeasurement in a JVAS gravitational lens system.) JVASis also a survey for MERLIN phase-reference sources andas such is described in Patnaik et al. (1992), Browne et al.(1998) and Wilkinson et al. (1998). JVAS as a gravita-tional lens survey, the lens candidate selection, followupprocess, conrmation criteria and a discussion of the JVASgravitational lenses is described in detail in King et al.(1999) (see also King & Browne 1996).In order to have a parent sample which is as large aspossible and as cleanly dened as practical, our \JVASgravitational lens survey sample" is slightly dierent thanthe \JVAS phase-reference calibrator sample". For the for-mer, the source must be a point source and must have agood starting position (so that the observation was cor-rectly pointed) while its precise spectral index is not im-portant. For the latter, only the spectral index is impor-tant, as the source can be slightly resolved or the observa-tion can be less than perfectly pointed. Thus, the JVAS as-trometric sample (Patnaik et al. 1992; Browne et al. 1998;Wilkinson et al. 1998) contains 2144 sources. To thesemust be added 103 sources which were too resolved to beused as phase calibrators and 61 sources which had badstarting positions (thus the observations were too badlypointed to be useful for the astrometric sample), bringingthe total to 2308. This formed our gravitational lens sam-ple, since these additional sources were also searched forgravitational lenses (King et al. 1999) (none were foundmeeting the JVAS selection criteria).2.2. The lensesWe have used the gravitational lens systems in Table 1in this analysis. The JVAS lens B1938+666 (King et al.1998) was not included because it is not formally a part ofthe sample, having a too steep spectral index and havingbeen recognised on the basis of a lensed extended source asopposed to lensed compact components. Also, the JVASlens B2114+022 (Augusto et al. 1999) was not includedbecause it is not a single-galaxy lens system.3. CalculationsA major dierence between the analysis of an optical sur-vey (see Paper I and references therein) and a radio survey
is that in the latter one does not know the redshifts of allthe unlensed sources. One can still use the formalism ofPaper I, however, substituting for the non-lensed objectsin the sample a subsample with known redshifts, multiply-ing the logarithm of this contribution from the non-lensesto the likelihood by the ratio of the size of the parent sam-ple to that of the subsample. Alternatively, one can takethe redshifts from a sample selected according to the samecriteria, assigning these randomly to objects in (a subsam-ple of) the parent sample for a similar ux density range.Similarly, one does not know the number-magnitude rela-tion for the sample and for its extension to fainter ux den-sities (needed to allow for the lens amplication). Again,this can be estimated from either a subsample (throughextrapolation) or from another sample selected accordingto the same criteria (either through extrapolation or byhaving a fainter ux density limit in this other sample;in the latter case obviously the selection criteria shouldbe identical to that of the original sample except for thelower ux density limit).For this analysis, due to the paucity of the observa-tional data, we have made rather stark assumptions: theredshift distribution of the sample is assumed to be iden-tical to that of the CJF sample (Taylor et al. 1996), inde-pendent of ux density, and the number-magnitude rela-tion is assumed to be identical to that of CLASS (CosmicLens All-Sky Survey, Myers et al. 1999), independent ofredshift.Otherwise, we have followed the procedure outlined inPaper I, calculating the a priori likelihood of obtainingthe observational data as a function of 0 and 
0 andthe a posteriori likelihood for the three dierent choices ofprior information used in Paper I. We present results bothfor the JVAS lens survey and for the combination of theJVAS results with those from the optical surveys analysedin Paper I.4. Results and discussionThe left panel of Fig. 1 shows the constraints on the cos-mological parameters 0 and 
0 based only on the in-formation obtained from the JVAS lens statistics, whilethe right panel shows the joint constraints from the JVASlens sample and the optical samples from Paper I. Fig. 2is identical except that one of the input parameters, thenormalisation of the galaxy luminosity function, was in-creased by two standard deviations. This gives an idea ofthe magnitude of systematic uncertainties. (See the dis-cussion in Paper I.)The left plot in the top row of Fig. 3 shows the jointlikelihood of our lensing statistics analysis and that ob-tained by using conservative estimates for H0 and the ageof the universe (see Paper I). Although neither methodalone sets useful constraints on 
0, their combination does,since the constraint from H0 and the age of the universe
P. Helbig et al.: Gravitational lensing statistics with extragalactic surveys. II 3Table 1. JVAS lenses used in this analysis. Of the information in the table, for this analysis we use only the source redshift zsand the image separation Name # images [00] zl zs lens galaxyB0218+357 2 + ring 0.334 0.6847 0.96 spiralMG0414+054 4 2.09 0.9584 2.639 ellipticalB1030+074 2 1.56 0.599 1.535 spiralB1422+231 4 1.28 0.337 3.62 ?













pF(Dj)=;0:3Fig. 1. Left panel: The likelihood function p(Dj0;
0; 0) based on the JVAS lens sample. All nuisance parameters are assumedto take precisely their mean values. The pixel grey level is directly proportional to the likelihood ratio, darker pixels reecthigher ratios. The pixel size reects the resolution of our numerical computations. The contours mark the boundaries of theminimum 0:68, 0:90, 0:95 and 0:99 condence regions for the parameters 0 and 
0. Right panel: Exactly the same as the leftpanel, but the joint likelihood from the JVAS lens sample and the optical samples from Quast & Helbig (1999, Paper I)













pF(Dj)=;0:3Fig. 2. Exactly the same as Fig. 1, but the parameter ne is increased by two standard deviations. This parameter, the normal-isation of the luminosity function of the lens galaxies, is one of the more uncertain input parameters, thus one can get a roughestimate of the overall uncertainty by comparing this gure and Fig. 1. See the discussion in Paper I
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pF(Dj)=;0:3Fig. 3. Left column: The posterior probability density functions p1(0;
0jD) (top panel), p2(0;
0jD) (middle panel) andp3(0;
0jD) (bottom panel). All nuisance parameters are assumed to take precisely their mean values. The pixel grey levelis directly proportional to the likelihood ratio, darker pixels reect higher ratios. The pixel size reects the resolution of ournumerical computations. The contours mark the boundaries of the minimum 0:68, 0:90, 0:95 and 0:99 condence regions forthe parameters 0 and 
0. The respective amounts of information obtained from our sample data are I1 = 1:42, I2 = 1:32 andI3 = 1:45. Right column: Exactly the same as the left panel, but the joint likelihood from the JVAS lens sample and the opticalsamples from Quast & Helbig (1999). The respective amounts of information obtained from our joint sample data are 1:98, 1:95and 1:96. See Paper I for denitions
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0 for 0 values which are ex-cluded by lens statistics. Even though the 68% condencecontour still allows almost the entire 
0 range, it is ob-vious from the grey scale that much lower values of 
0are favoured by the joint constraints. The upper limit on0 changes only slightly while, as is to be expected, thelower limit becomes tighter. Right plot: exactly the same,but including optical constraints from Paper I. The upperlimits on 0 decrease slightly, while the lower limits im-prove considerably. The latter is probably due to the factthat, in addition to just using more data the JVAS sourcesare at signicantly dierent redshifts than those from theoptical surveys analysed in Paper I (the JVAS sources aregenerally at lower redshift). The former is consistent withthe slightly higher optical depth for radio surveys foundby FKM and will be discussed more below.The middle row of Fig. 3 shows the eect of includingour prior information on 
0 (see Paper I). As is to beexpected, (for both the JVAS and combination data sets)lower values of 
0 are favoured. This has the side eectof weakening our lower limit on 0 (though only slightlyaecting the upper limit). This should not be regardedas a weakness, however, since including prior informationfor 0 and 
0 from the constraint from H0 and the ageof the universe as well as for 
0 itself, as illustrated inthe bottom row of Fig. 3, tightens the lower limit again(without appreciably aecting the upper limit).We believe that the right plot of the bottom row ofFig. 3 represents very robust constraints in the 0-
0plane. The upper limits on 0 come from gravitationallensing statistics, which, due to the extremely rapid in-crease in the optical depth for larger values of 0, arequite robust and relatively insensitive to uncertainties inthe input data (cf. Fig. 2 and the discussion of the eectof changing the most uncertain input parameter by 2 inPaper I) as well as to the prior information used (comparethe upper, lower and middle rows of Fig. 3). The combi-nation of data from JVAS and optical surveys leads tomuch tighter lower limits on 0 than using either alone.The upper and lower limits on 
0 are based on a numberof dierent methods and appear to be quite robust (seePaper I). The combination of the relatively secure knowl-edge of H0 and the age of the universe combine with lensstatistics to produce a good lower limit on 0, althoughthis is to some extent still subject to the caveats mentionedabove.If one is interested in the allowed range of 0, one canmarginalise over 
0 to obtain a probability distributionfor 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and Table 2.The comparison values from this work correspondingto those in Tables 3 and 4 of Paper I are presented inTables 3 and 4.For a \likely" 
0 value of 0.3 we have calculated thelikelihood with the higher resolution 0 = 0:01. This isshow in Fig. 5. From these calculations one can extractcondence limits which, due to the higher resolution in
0, are more accurate. These are presented in Table 5 andshould be compared to those for p(Dj0) from Table 3.As mentioned in Paper I, to aid comparisons with othercosmological tests, the data for the gures shown in thispaper are available athttp://multivac.jb.man.ac.uk:8000/ceres/data_from_papers/JVAS.htmland we urge our colleagues to follow our example.5. Conclusions and outlookWe have used the method outlined in Quast & Helbig(1999) to measure the cosmological constant 0 from thelensing statistics of the Jodrell Bank-VLA AstrometricSurvey. At 95% condence, our lower and upper limitson 0-
0, using the JVAS lensing statistics informationalone, are respectively  2:69 and 0:68. For a at universe,these correspond to lower and upper limits on 0 of re-spectively  0:85 and 0:84. Using the combination of JVASlensing statistics and lensing statistics from the literatureas discussed in Quast & Helbig (1999) the corresponding0 
0 values are  1:78 and 0:27. For a at universe, thesecorrespond to lower and upper limits on 0 of respectively 0:39 and 0:64. Note that the lower limit is aected morethan the upper limitwith respect to the dierence betweenthe JVAS results and those in Paper I and with respectto combining the JVAS results with those from Paper I.Our determination is consistent with other recent mea-surements of 0, both from lensing statistics and fromother cosmological tests (see Quast & Helbig 1999, Pa-per I, for a discussion). We conrm the result of Falcoet al. (1998, FKM) that radio surveys give higher val-ues of 0 than optical surveys. Cooray et al. (1999) andCooray (1999) obtain a 95% condence upper limit on0 in a at universe of 0.79 from analyses of the HubbleDeep Field and CLASS. However, these analyses suerfrom systematic eects due to our ignorance of the un-derlying ux density-dependent redshift distribution (or,equivalently, the redshift-dependent luminosity function)of the unlensed parent population. As discussed in Cooray(1999), the value of 0 obtained from CLASS will decreaseif the mean redshift of the sample is lower than presumed.Thus, although there is no real conict at present as thelower limits on 0 are not as tight, it seems not unlikelythat a more detailed analysis of CLASS, incorporatingmore information about the unlensed parent population,will result in a value more in line with our value obtainedfrom the JVAS analysis. Of course, the JVAS analysis alsosuers from systematic eects, but the general agreementbetween the results obtained from the analysis of opticalsurveys (cf. Paper I and references therein) and radio sur-veys as presented here and in FKM suggests that theseare not overwhelming. Also, the dierence, a higher valueof 0 from radio surveys, is what one would expect, as
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)=;0:3Fig. 4. Left column: The top panel shows the normalised marginal likelihood function p(0jD) (light gray curve) and the marginalposterior probability density functions p1(Dj0) (medium gray curve), p2(Dj0) (dark gray curve) and p3(Dj0) (black curve)derived from the JVAS analysis. All nuisance parameters are assumed to take precisely their mean values. The bottom panelshows the respective cumulative distribution functions. Right column: Exactly the same as the left panel, but the joint likelihoodfrom the JVAS lens sample and the optical samples from Quast & Helbig (1999)Table 2. Marginal mean values, standard deviations and 0:95 condence intervals for the parameter 0 on the basis of themarginal distributions shown in the top row of Fig. 4Sample Distribution Mean standard deviation 95% c.l. range informationJVAS p(Dj0) 0:13 1:08  2:08 1:91JVAS p1(0jD) 0:44 0:77  1:05 1:87 1:42JVAS p2(0jD)  0:29 0:98  2:38 1:17 1:32JVAS p3(0jD) 0:11 0:64  1:20 1:16 1:45joint p(Dj0) 0:19 0:70  1:17 1:48joint p1(0jD) 0:24 0:63  0:96 1:46 1:98joint p2(0jD)  0:25 0:59  1:46 0:77 1:95joint p3(0jD)  0:09 0:48  1:08 0:77 1:96
P. Helbig et al.: Gravitational lensing statistics with extragalactic surveys. II 7Table 3. Mean values and ranges for assorted condence levels for the parameter 0 for our a priori and various a posteriorilikelihoods from this work for 
0 = 0:3. This should be compared to Table 3 in Paper ICosmological test 68% c.l. range 90% c.l. range 95% c.l. range 99% c.l. rangeJVAS, p(Dj0)  0:66 0:72  1:68 0:87  2:36 0:96  3:91 1:08JVAS, p1(0jD)  0:44 0:80  1:00 0:92  1:38 1:00  2:27 1:09JVAS, p2(0jD)  1:38 0:86  2:81 1:00  3:70 1:06 <  5:00 1:15JVAS, p3(0jD)  0:69 0:86  1:45 0:99  1:89 1:03  2:91 1:15JVAS & optical, p(Dj0)  0:54 0:26  1:08 0:44  1:41 0:54  2:15 0:70JVAS & optical, p1(0jD)  0:63 0:40  0:95 0:53  1:18 0:62  1:72 0:73JVAS & optical, p2(0jD)  1:02 0:44  1:72 0:63  2:08 0:72  2:95 0:80JVAS & optical, p3(0jD)  0:77 0:52  1:23 0:63  1:52 0:70  2:15 0:79Table 4. Mean values and ranges for assorted condence levels for the parameter 0 for our a priori and various a posteriorilikelihoods from this work for k = 0. This should be compared to Table 4 in Paper ICosmological test 68% c.l. range 90% c.l. range 95% c.l. range 99% c.l. rangeJVAS, p(Dj0)  0:11 0:70  0:83 0:78 <  1:00 0:82 <  1:00 0:86JVAS, p1(0jD) 0:13 0:75  0:15 0:82  0:33 0:85  0:69 0:89JVAS, p2(0jD) 0:35 0:77 0:13 0:83 0:02 0:85  0:21 0:88JVAS, p3(0jD) 0:41 0:79 0:25 0:83 0:16 0:85  0:04 0:88JVAS & optical, p(Dj0)  0:15 0:45  0:49 0:55  0:69 0:60 <  1:00 0:67JVAS & optical, p1(0jD) 0:02 0:54  0:12 0:61  0:29 0:64  0:60 0:70JVAS & optical, p2(0jD) 0:39 0:39 0:09 0:59 0:00 0:64 <  0:22 0:70JVAS & optical, p3(0jD) 0:39 0:51 0:18 0:63 0:09 0:66  0:09 0:72
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p F(Dj)=;0:3Fig. 5. Left panel: The likelihood function as a function of 0 for 
0 = 0:3 and with all nuisance parameters taking their defaultvalues, using just the JVAS data. Right panel: The same but plotted cumulativelyTable 5. Condence ranges for 0 assuming 
0 = 0:3. Unlike the results presented in Table 3, these gures are for a specicvalue of 
0 and not the values of intersection of particular contours with the 
0 = 0:3 line in the 0-
0 plane. These are moreappropriate if one is convinced that
0 = 0:3 and have been calculated using ten times better resolution than the rest of ourresults presented in this work. See Figs. 5 and 6data set 68% c.l. range 90% c.l. range 95% c.l. range 99% c.l. rangeJVAS  0:69 0:72  1:72 0:91  2:39 0:98  3:83 1:06JVAS+optical  0:65 0:30  1:17 0:49  1:48 0:57  2:22 0:70
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p F(Dj)=;0:3Fig. 6. As Fig. 5 but combining optical and radio data. Left panel: The likelihood function as a function of 0 for 
0 = 0:3 andwith all nuisance parameters taking their default values. Right panel: The same but plotted cumulativelylens systems which go unnoticed will, all other things be-ing equal, reduce the value of 0. This could be the casein optical surveys since it is possible that extinction inthe lens galaxy and the fact that the resolution is onlyslightly better than the image separation could lead tolens systems being missed. Again, the general agreementdoes suggest though that these eects are not overwhelm-ing.Of course, one could imagine that the agreement iscoincidental, the optical surveys being heavily aected byextinction and resolution bias and the radio surveys by ourignorance of the unlensed parent population. However, thefact that lens statistics in general gives results which arenot in conict with other cosmological tests (cf. Paper I)suggests that this is not the case. Moreover, extinctionwould bias the results from lens statistics and the m-z re-lation (e.g. for type Ia supernovae, cf. the results in Tables3 and 4 of paper I and in the references mentioned there)in the opposite direction. Thus, their agreement suggeststhat both methods have their systematics more or lessunder control.The major source of uncertainty in radio lens surveysis the lack of knowledge about the redshift distributionand number-magnitude relation of the source sample (e.g.Kochanek 1996b).We are currently undertaking the neces-sary observations to reduce this source of systematic error.Since the time scale for this project is comparable to thatfor the followup of the CLASS survey, there seems littlepoint in doing a better analysis of JVAS in the future,especially since CLASS is dened so that JVAS is essen-tially a subset of it.1 The larger size of the CLASS survey,1 The denition of both is at-spectrum between L-band andC-band, i.e.  >  0:5 where sf  f, the essential dierencebeing the lower ux density limit of 200mJy for JVAS and30mJy for CLASS. However, since CLASS is dened based onnewer catalogues (GB6 and NVSS: Gregory et al. 1996; Condon
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